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Photograph: Andrew Crowe. Image Description: Image documenting Quilla Constance's project
#NAVIGATING_NEW_NORMAL, 2020. Image shows artist wearing a handmade colourful costume
walking on a city footpath, carrying a loudspeaker, newspaper and toilet rolls.
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Photograph: Beth Greenhalgh.
Image Description: Performance in Axis Vacant Spaces studio run by Cardiff based collective Tactile
Bosch. Image shows purple lit room with built elements including a shed and metalic buckets on the
floor connected by tubing.

Overview
Axis are looking for new trustees to join our board and support the next phase of our
exciting journey.
As we seek to reflect, regenerate and move forward, we ask; what could Axis be in
the future?
In the last 5 years, Axis has reinvented itself as an innovative, disruptive and
financially self-sustaining digital platform for visual artists. With sound governance,
strong reputation, fantastic partners and healthy financial foundations, we have the
opportunity to shape and nurture an ambitious and transformative programme. To
reimagine and make reality what does not exist yet, be radical and above all be a safe
caring space to support the field of visual arts.

Photograph: Julian Lister
Image Description: Artists talking and laughing at the SAFEDI enSHRINE event in Newcastle 2021.

Image Description: 3x3 grid showing the faces of commissioned Axis artist members, and Axis staff,
presenting their work on Zoom for the Winter Axis Cabaret, December 2021.

Image Description: Graphic for Quilla Constance's project #NAVIGATING_NEW_NORMAL. Image
shows artist posing in a closet surrounded by clothing, toilet rolls and wearing a colourful handmade
costume.

What we need
Having carried out a trustee and governance audit, we want to appoint a number of
trustees, through 2022.
We are open to and interested in hearing from individuals from diverse backgrounds
interested in applying their experience as a trustee for Axis. Axis is part of an AHRC
funded research fellowship looking at arts access and policy. We are interested in
candidates who consider themselves champions of equal access, anti-racism, and fair
distribution in whatever field they work in. Axis is a team in an exciting period of
growth and change. We are interested in potential and not just perfection across the
board. We strongly encourage applications from people who identify as Black, Asian,
or minority ethnic, young, disabled, LGBTQI+.
We are also seeking trustees with experience/skills in the following areas:
Digital
Financial
All trustees play a public role helping to communicate the case around the role and
value of the visual arts.
As a trustee you will be ambitious for Axis, and share our determination to support a
more widely engaged and diverse community of artists, commissioners and
audiences.
All trustees of Axis are expected to demonstrate:
Strategic skills, including an ability to analyse complex issues, maintain
independence of view and to guide and facilitate the resolution of complex
debates.
Influencing and communication skills, including an ability to develop relationships
quickly and maintain/sustain them when dealing with disparate views and
agendas, communicating clearly and effectively to a wide range of audiences to
gain engagement and buy-in.
Adaptability and pragmatism, including an ability to adapt quickly to changing
circumstances, and be comfortable with ambiguity and uncertainty.
Team working and collaboration skills, including strong focus, perceptiveness and
sensitivity to people issues, to solve collective problems.
Pro-active and results orientated, including an energy, drive and resilience to
continue to move forward to achieve planned goals, while ensuring everyone is on
board.

Image Description: A film still from ‘Shy Radicals’ by Hamja Ahsan and Black Dog Films, part of a
screening event at Axis online 2021. Five people stand in a row, with their clenched fists raised to their
mouths - the ‘shy power’ salute.

Image Description: Graphic for our Winter Cabaret event with Quilla Constance. Showing Constance
dressed in multi-coloured handmade costume, with festive sparkly lights in the background.

Image Description: Composite image showing many graphics for Axis 'Mental Health for Artists' events.

About Axis
Charitable objects are:
1. To advance education of the public by promoting and developing the
understanding and appreciation of the visual arts in the UK.
2. To extend the influence in and relevance of the visual arts.
3. To create new opportunities in the visual arts by encouraging and facilitating an
increase in good practice.

Why Axis?
Axis’ history gives us unique assets unlike any other group in this space. By leveraging
these strengths, Axis can play a key role in shaping the agenda, connecting the
leaders and building the infrastructure we need to grow a broader more inclusive
movement. The unique assets we bring include:
Charity status: We are a non profit, supporting artists and the sector. Axis is a
trusted brand.
A growing membership of almost 7,000 members across the UK: When needed
we can quickly reach out and mobilise Axis members to take action based on
trust.
A 75,000 strong network of people ready to take action: We also have a network
we engage weekly. This includes thousands of deeply committed leaders and
pioneers.
Our long-standing commitment to transparency and collaboration gives us a way
to involve more people, secure buy-in, and encourage innovation.
Axis is a sustainable independent charity that operates without the need for
public subsidy, providing a solid foundation to grow and build momentum.

Image Description: Screengrab of a Zoom presentation by Lisa-Marie Dickinson delivered as part of our
Art Graduate Programme, PRAXIS. Split screen image shows examples of art books and artist talking.

Photograph: Mischa De Stroumillo
Image Description: Image from 2021 Axis Digital Resident Artist Jaron Hill's project, The Cuckmere Totem.
Image shows artist sitting on pebble beach with cliff behind, holding giant sculpted hands, wearing a red
costume.

Our Strategy
Our strategy to fuel this purpose is simple: invest in artists, campaigns and
infrastructure that have a meaningful impact today - and that also lay the
groundwork for building a healthier artists-led sector. We are working on three things
that Axis can do, right now, to make this happen:
Investing in and connecting Artists. We are committed to building a more open
and inclusive approach to support artists as well as build the digital infrastructure
to tackle the big challenges facing it. We connect them through resources,
community and a brand with a powerful set of tools to incubate artists and
support their projects, individually and collaboratively.
Campaigning and amplifying the work and legacy of Artists. We will ensure that
artists are better understood and valued. The potential of successful work is often
limited by the lack of capacity of the artist to amplify and document it. We will do
this through advocacy and engagement based on our content, programmes,
evidence base and the expertise of our members.
A strong membership organisation. We will grow our membership base and
ensure that our business model supports our vision, purpose and strategy. We will
do this by enhancing the value of our offer to members and audiences, generating
diverse and sustainable sources of income and striving for operational excellence.

Photograph: Julian Lister
Image Description: Image of the entrance to Collective Matters exhibition at Open Eye Gallery in
Liverpool. Film made by Axis available through this link here.

Our values
A collaborative community. We are an organisation that is always in dialogue
with our members, they shape everything we do. We regularly partner with other
organisations to create things that are bigger than ourselves. Collaboration isn’t
just something we value in theory, it’s central to our way of working.
Supportive and empowering. We are here to support artists. We are on their side,
working to make things better for them. The support we provide isn’t just reactive
– we’re often pushing forwards on the front foot to improve things for artists.
Innovative and creative. As an organisation we are never afraid to try new things.
We don’t experiment just for the sake of it though – our goal is to employ
transformation so that we remain relevant in a sector that is always evolving.

Working on in 2022
Communicating the importance of a healthy artist-led sector is an urgent and longterm priority: we need to both secure short term victories and position ourselves to
influence in the longer term.
Our programme is driven by issues that are 1) in the best interest of artists, and 2)
represent the most immediate threats and opportunities. With this in mind, Axis will
focus its strategic programme on:
1. Building an online mutual aid-network that provides for artists and art workers.
2. Creating an audience development programme that showcases and celebrates
best art practice.
3. Developing a bursary / commission programme for artists to support best
practice and shared learning.
4. Supporting visual art students and recent graduates with the tools and guidance
to support the transition from an academic setting to professional practice.
5. Developing engagement opportunities for our members through an events
programme and meanwhile space usage.

Photograph: Julian Lister
Image Description: Close-up photograph showing part of an installation from the enSHRINE SAFEDI
event in Newcastle, 2021. Orange cut-out text on white paper on a purple background reads 'Access
Obstacles'.

Next Steps
Please read the information on the Role of the Trustees and the Trustees Job
Descriptions. Please email your applications to: hello@axisweb.org
To apply, please send us:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Why you want to be a trustee of Axis.
What experience / knowledge you can contribute.
How this experience / knowledge fits with what you are doing at the moment.
A completed Conflict of Interest Form, found here.

We will accept your application in the following formats:

PDF / Word document (200-500 words)
3-5 minute video / audio recording
Following your application we will ask you to voluntarily complete our equal
opportunities questionnaire. This is separate to your application and will not be seen
by the selection panel. Please email your applications to: hello@axisweb.org
Access
We want to be an inclusive charity. We don’t always get things right, but we keep
learning and trying our best. If this recruitment process is not inclusive for you, get in
touch and we will find a way that works.
Important dates
Application deadline: 9am, Monday 31 January 2022
Interviews: Early February 2022 via Zoom
Attend one board meeting as an observer: Late February / Early March 2022
New trustee role taken up by: March 2022

Photograph: Julian Lister
Image Description: Photograph of a person reading the Social Works? Open publication at the launch
event at Site Gallery in Sheffield, November 2018.

Role of a Trustee
The role would involve attending four half day Board meetings per annum. Board
meetings are currently via Video conferencing. We welcome applications from
individuals across the UK.
The role may also involve attending Axis events and other engagements where
appropriate. Some additional time to review papers and provide ad hoc advice will be
required as necessary.
This is an unpaid role. Axis will reimburse reasonable travel expenses to meetings in
full.
The likely total time commitment is the equivalent of half a day per month.
The role of the Board of Trustees is to:
Determine policy and establish the overall strategic direction;
Oversee the delivery by monitoring performance against objectives and targets;
To ensure the effective and efficient administration of the charity’s affairs;
Where appropriate, represent Axis externally;
To use the combined expertise of Trustees to advise and support Axis.
A Trustee should have commitment to its objectives and values, and be willing to
champion Axis.
A Trustee must participate in the Board’s decision making processes, including
preparation for, and attendance at, meetings of the Board.
A Trustee should be prepared to work with the Executive Director and Axis staff to
facilitate a free exchange of advice.
A Trustee must be prepared to declare and actively manage any matter arising in
which the Trustee has an interest which might be perceived to conflict with those of
Axis. To this end, Trustees are required to complete and submit a declaration of
interests on appointment and thereafter annually.
The law places certain restrictions on becoming a charity Trustee. These are set out in
Section 3.1 of the Charity Commission Essential Trustee Guidance.
Trustees are required to understand and embrace the seven principles of public life as
defined by the Nolan Committee: selflessness, integrity, objectivity, accountability,
openness, honesty and leadership.

The Board of Trustees
Lisa Stansbie - Chair
Professor Lisa Stansbie is a practising artist and academic whose work crosses the
disciplines of film, sound, performance, sculpture, installation, photography and digital
practices. She has exhibited in 41 exhibitions, published 17 journal articles/book
chapters, delivered 19 conference papers and chaired numerous conference sessions.
She is the Chair of the board at Axisweb, visual arts charity and also Co-Chair of The
National Association of Fine Art Education U.K,. She is Dean of the Leeds School of
Arts at Leeds Beckett University, a school that encompasses Art and Design,
Architecture, Film, Fashion, Music, Performing Arts and Creative Technology provision.
“I was an enthusiastic artist member of Axis since 2004 and I initially joined the board
as a trustee as I felt Axis has a forward thinking ethos and their approach to
supporting visual arts really places artists at the centre of everything they do. I'm now
proud to have progressed to be the Chair of this dynamic, socially responsive
organisation that has an ongoing commitment to collaborating on exciting and
ground-breaking projects with diverse communities of practitioners.”

Image Description: This is an image of Lisa with a white background.

Rupert Wilcox-Baker - Deputy Chair
Rupert Wilcox-Baker is Deputy Chair of Axis and a member of the Culture Forum
North Steering Group. He has a background in leadership, governance, organisational
change, communications, stakeholder engagement and public affairs in the context of
international business. Now semi-retired, until May 2013 he was the Corporate
Responsibility Director of International Nuclear Services. From 2002 - 2007 he also
served as a volunteer director for Hot Bed Press, a fine art printmakers' studio in
Manchester.
"I’ve always enjoyed the visual arts but as a consumer rather than as a creative.
Being a trustee of Axis gives me an opportunity to ‘give something back’ by using my
business skills in support of an organisation which is a powerful advocate for artists.”

Image Description: This is an image of Rupert smiling with a brick wall behind him.

Holly Slingsby
Holly Slingsby is based in Margate, UK. She studied at the Ruskin School of Drawing
and Fine Art, Oxford University; and the Slade School of Art, London. Her practice
centres on performance and uses props, costumes and video. Her practice explores
belief in a variety of contexts, as well as examining representations of women and the
implications of those. Slingsby has had solo exhibitions and performances at CRATE,
Margate (2019); Margate Festival (2018); Bòlit, Centre d'Art Contemporani, Girona
(2016); Tintype, London (2015); DKUK, London (2015); and SHIFT., London (2012).
Her work has been shown at The Nunnery Gallery, London; The Horse Hospital,
London; Turner Contemporary, Margate; Katzman Contemporary, Toronto; Matt’s
Gallery, London; Pump House Gallery, London; Spike Island, Bristol; Modern Art
Oxford; The Freud Museum, London; FEM Festival, Girona, Spain; Art Licks Weekend,
London; the ICA, London; and the Barbican, London. In 2018 she published an artist’s
book with Publication Studio London and The Bower; and participated in the
international touring exhibition Transitional States: Hormones at the Crossroads of
Art and Science. In 2021 she was awarded a lead commission for Margate NOW
curated by Anna Colin.
"I have been involved with Axis as an artist for many years. As a Trustee I am able to
contribute further to this exciting artistic platform, bringing my expertise both as a
practitioner and as an arts administrator. In an era where government support for
culture is being eroded, I am committed to advocating for the importance of the arts
and to championing artists, and I see Axis as a vital part of this.”

Photograph: Holly Slingsby, HEAP, 2020. HD video still. Courtesy the artist.
Image Description: This is a colour photograph of Holly Slingsby standing on branches and green leaves.

Sue Williams
Sue Williams has an internationally recognized body of work and an exhibition history
of both solo and group shows on five continents. She has received several major
awards, including selection for the Artes Mundi Prize 2006 and her works are in many
leading private and public collections worldwide. Williams practice draws the viewer
into a world of provocative sexual and emotional politics, challenging and exploring a
direct response to the complex world of human communication. Her multi-disciplinary
work incorporates drawing and painting installation; choreography/performance and
theoretical studies where she plays with the nuances between real life and the virtual
life. She exposes a psychologically charged world within the context of socio-cultural
issues and in doing so questions the concept of identity, both sexually and cerebrally.
Alongside her practice she is committed to and engaged in the development of
dynamic strategies to support contemporary art practice, to the development of
creative networks providing productive cultural communities and all these vital
engagements continue to enrich her experience as a practitioner.
“I am a great fan of Axis because of the forward-looking approach the team have
towards the arts. As Course Director of Fine Art: Studio Site & Context; Context,
Swansea, I have helped to develop and support successful major educational
collaborations with Axis. Being a Trustee for Axisweb enables me the vital
opportunity to share my knowledge as a practitioner and to contribute towards
important future developments of the visual arts.”

Image Description: This is a photograph of Sue Williams standing in front of one of her paintings.

Fiona Grady
Fiona Grady’s colourful and dynamic geometric artworks include architectural
interventions that transform their setting. She utilizes light, colour, shape, surface and
scale; to ensure each unique work is transformational and impactful. Her works
metamorphose with the light of day, reflecting the passing of time, memory and
experience to create ambient environments. Fiona has over 10 years’ experience in
the arts with solo exhibitions at University of Brighton; Chapter Arts Centre, Cardiff;
and The Eye Sees, Arles, France. She has been commissioned worldwide by
organisations and institutions including: Pitzhanger Manor & Gallery, Canary Wharf
Group, ITV, Heals London, Walthamstow Wetlands Visitor Centre, British Land, Watts
Gallery Artists’ Village, Kensington + Chelsea Art Week, Nishura East, and Kensington
and Chelsea Council. She was awarded the Mark Rothko Memorial Trust Bursary and
has received grants from Arts Council England amongst other organisations. Her
works are held in public and private collections across Europe, North America, and as
far as New Zealand.
"I joined Axis as a recent graduate from my MA in Fine Art. I really appreciated being
part of a network that shared professional tools and connected artists together supporting them as they develop their careers. Now that I'm established as an artist I
wanted to help other artists through my role as a Trustee. Axis is forward looking in
their approach and it's exciting to see the development of their Social Art Library,
online platform and bursaries. It's inspiring to be part of the team and to offer my own
ideas to help shape the future of Axis. Mark and the team are really passionate about
what they do. It's fantastic to see the organisation grow and thrive."

Photograph: Dean Brannagan
Image Description: This is a portrait photograph of Fiona Grady with one of her artworks behind her.

Sarah Martin
Sarah Martin is Head of Exhibitions at Turner Contemporary in Margate where she
leads the Exhibitions team. Exhibitions and artist commissions she has worked on
over the years include: Revealed, Turner Contemporary Opens (2011); Alex Katz: Give
Me Tomorrow, (2012); Carl Andre: Mass & Matter (2013); Spencer Finch: The Skies
Can’t Keep their Secrets (2014); Self: Image and Identity (2015); Joachim Koester: The
Other Side of the Sky (2016); Entangled: Threads and Making (2016-17); Arp: The
Poetry of Forms (2017-18); Patrick Heron (2018) and We Will Walk: Art and
Resistance in the American South (2020). Previously Martin has worked at Camden
Arts Centre, London and Baltic Centre for Contemporary Art, Gateshead.

"I am proud to be a trustee for Axis because of their work supporting artists at every
stage of their careers and commitment to the diversity of contemporary practice –
always in a spirit of dialogue and collaboration."

Image Description: This is a black and white photographic portrait of Sarah Martin.

Further Information and Questions
If you would like an informal discussion about this role please contact Mark Smith,
Executive Director by email at mark@axisweb.org
Learn more about Axis’ recent activities - here
Charity Commission - Charity Governance Code
Charity Commission - Guidance: The Essential Trustee

